WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2008

Copernicus - Immediate Eternity

My friend Steve found this one day when we were browsing around at a local used CD store. Based mainly on the weird cover, he thought it was worth a gamble for $1. We listened to it immediately afterwards and thoroughly enjoyed this weird album. Seems to me this music fits right in on this blog. Definitely worth a listen if you have never heard this. Click here to listen.

POSTED BY JAY BECK AT 3:27 PM

5 COMMENTS:

Anonymous said...

Yeah!! I was waiting for you to post this. Thanks for the props man. I still wish I had the "Munkafust" CD and the videotape from our insane adventure that day.

Stevo
FEBRUARY 6, 2008 7:26 PM

Anonymous said...

P.S. I found your post through "Totally Fuzzy". Which raises your coolness level in my book!

Stevo
FEBRUARY 6, 2008 7:27 PM

Jay Beck said...

Munkafust!! I remember that. Too bad the music wasn't that great. Cool name though. The videotape would be sweet. Could put that straight on YouTube but alas it is gone. We probably would get offered to do a TV show if people saw that tape. Find it! Keep checking back and I hope you have been listening to some Moondog.

FEBRUARY 6, 2008 7:46 PM
Anonymous said...
Believe it or not, I actually have two copernicus albums, autographed no less. Heard about him through some underground 'zine when I was in college in the 80's and ordered both of his albums at the time. Great wierdo music. shame i don't have any way to rip vinyl currently.

joel

FEBRUARY 7, 2008 9:30 AM

gomoneygo said...
I too have at least one autographed Copernicus album, bought mail-order in the 80s. There was an add in Options that I saw and he sounded cool. It was worth it because I still think this is one of the best albums I've ever bought.

Funny, my name is Joel, too...
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